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1 Introduction 

 Through a process of desk-top review, consultation, and digital analysis, the 
existing tree stock within and around the site and potential impacts has been 
considered.  

 Tree Surveys and an Arboricultural Impact Assessment (AIA), to BS 5837:2012 
[1], are currently being undertaken. The Tree Survey will describe the qualitative 
and quantitative characteristics of trees within and around the Site. It will identify 
any high-quality trees within or adjacent to the proposed scheme and set-out the 
Root Protection Areas of such trees to determine where impacts on high-quality 
trees can be avoided or reduced. The AIA will identify the impacts resulting from 
the proposed scheme. These reports will be published as part of the 
Environmental Statement (ES) supporting the submission of the DCO application. 

2 Desk study 

 There are three ancient woodlands within the vicinity of the proposed scheme. 
Huish Coppice (Woods) is an ancient and semi-natural woodland located to the 
south-west of the A358 between Ash and West Hatch Lane, it is outside the red 
line boundary for the proposed scheme. Bickenhall Wood is an ancient replanted 
woodland located to the west of the existing A358 and north of Bickenhall Lane, it 
is adjacent to the red line boundary for the proposed scheme. Ashill 
Wood/Every’s Copse is a combination of ancient and semi-natural woodland and 
ancient replanted woodland, they are located to the east of the existing A358 off 
Park Barn Lane. 

 There are no ancient, veteran, notable, or unverified trees within the vicinity of the 
proposed scheme listed on the Ancient Tree Inventory [2]. However, Jordans 
Park Local Wildlife Site (located to the east of the existing A358 and north of the 
A303) is designated for its veteran trees. The Tree Survey will identify veteran 
trees within the vicinity of the proposed scheme in accordance with BS 
5837:2012. 

 There are four Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs) within the vicinity of the 
proposed scheme. Three are within the Somerset West and Taunton Council 
(SWTC) administrative area [3] and one within the South Somerset District 
Council (SSDC) administrative area [4]. If the TPO trees are in close enough 
proximity to the proposed scheme boundary, they will be included within the Tree 
Survey. 

 TPO TD589 West Hatch is located in a parcel of land to the south of the A358 
and north of West Hatch Lane. It comprises a black poplar (TD589T1) and two 
oaks (TD589T2 and TD589T3). A copy of this TPO is provided in Appendix A. 

 TPO TD629 Hatch Beauchamp is located in a parcel of land to the north of the 
A358 and west of Bickenhall Lane. It comprises of two oaks (TD629T1 and 
TD629T2). A copy of this TPO is provided in Appendix B. 

 TPO TD1050 is located to the east of the A358 and south of the A378 within the 
land associated with the Somerset Motorhome Centre. It comprises an area TPO 
covering all species within the area on the plan. It is not envisaged that the 
proposed scheme would impact this TPO. A copy of this TPO is provided in 
Appendix C (an electronic copy was unable to be sourced by the Tree Officer, 
however the map has been provided). 
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 TPO SSDC ((ASHI 1) 1993 is located within private gardens associated with the 
property ‘Woodlands’, east of Venner’s Water. It is not envisaged that the 
proposed scheme would impact this TPO. 

 No other TPOs are present within or adjacent to the proposed scheme. However, 
this does not mean there are trees that would be of sufficient quality or value to 
warrant protection, just that they may not have been under a perceived threat to 
merit specific evaluation and protection by Tree Officers at the relevant local 
authorities. 

3 Consultation 

 Individual discussions with Tree Officers at SWTC, SSDC, and Somerset County 
Council were undertaken between January and March 2021. 

 The purpose of the meetings was to: 

• provide overview of the project 

• present the Bluesky National Tree Map data [5] 

• identify local knowledge of any specific trees, or local issues, along and 
around the proposed scheme 

• identify whether any existing data could be shared with the project team 

• discuss the tree survey scope/method/programme 

 Feedback on use of the Bluesky’s National Tree Map [5] dataset was that it is a 
suitable tool to inform development of the proposed scheme. It was agreed that a 
Tree Survey and associated Arboricultural Impact Assessment (AIA) is still 
required to understand the quality of tree stock, and the potential for the proposed 
scheme design to be refined to avoid impact on root zones, based on the specific 
calculations for individual trees or groups. 

 The Tree Officers noted that ash dieback is becoming increasingly prevalent 
within the area and will cause a notable change to the treescape and landscape 
of the area in the future. With this in mind, it was noted that the value of any 
particularly healthy ash trees would be increased due to their rarity and potential 
resistance to ash dieback. 

 It was agreed that the Tree Survey and AIA should be proportionate to the nature 
of the proposed scheme. This would involve grouping of trees in accordance with 
BS 5837:2012 but noting any particularly high-quality specimens individually. 

 With the exception of the TPO information, no existing tree survey or datasets 
were available that were of use to the proposed scheme from the Tree Officers. 

4 Analysis 

 Initial Tree Constraints plans have been produced using Bluesky’s National Tree 
Map dataset [5]. The National Tree Map includes the location, height, and 
canopy/crown extents for trees 3m and above in height (described as having 
>90% of canopy coverage, increasing to >95% within 50m of buildings). It is 
created from high resolution aerial photography, accurate terrain and surface 
data, and colour infrared imagery. 

 The Initial Tree Constraint plans (Figure 7.7 Initial Tree Constraints) show a total 
of 8,907 individual trees, of which initial analysis indicates: 
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• 4,099 removed (all trees with the centre point within the footprint of proposed 
scheme (excluding environmental mitigation and temporary works areas)). 

• 974 likely removed (all trees with the centre point within 15m of the footprint of 
the proposed scheme (excluding environmental mitigation and temporary 
works areas)). 

• 442 at risk of removal (all those not in removed or likely removed categories, 
but within the site clearance boundary). 

• 2,920 likely retained (not within above categories but within or adjacent to the 
proposed scheme boundary). 

 Through development of the Project Control Framework (PCF) stage 2 design 
(preliminary design stage), potential impacts on the Ashill Wood/Every’s Copse 
ancient woodland have been avoided. Although the boundary of the proposed 
scheme is located adjacent to Bickenhill Wood, it is not anticipated there would be 
any direct impacts on this or Huish Coppice (Wood). 

 Subject to the precise location of the oak trees within TPO TD629 Hatch 
Beauchamp (to be identified through the Tree Survey) one or both of the trees 
may be impacted by the proposed scheme. It is not envisaged that the proposed 
scheme would impact other identified TPOs. 
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Appendix B TPO TD629 
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